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WELCOME
TO SILVERDALE BATHROOMS

We are one of the few remaining bathroom ceramic 
manufacturers in the UK today. Every piece of pottery in our 
range is handcrafted in the heart of the English Potteries 
from the finest china clay. We know the quality of our 
ceramic is the best in the world because our customers 
and competitors tell us so. We are also proud to offer 
complementary products alongside our own to allow you  
to create a complete bathroom with the stamp of 
excellence. Baths, brassware, furniture, tiles and accessories 
are developed with UK and European partners who share 
our values of quality and integrity.

HAND MADE  
IN THE UKGREAT BRITAIN

SI L V E R D A L E
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GREAT BRITAIN
SI L V E R D A L E

Ever since computers have been allowing us to hide our 
paperwork in microchips, our aspirational interiors have been 
emptying of clutter and filling up with light and sculptural 
pieces of furniture. In the bathroom this minimalist spirit has 
given prominence to the ceramics turning them into works 
of art. Silverdale’s ethos of hand crafting ceramics produces 
glorious modern pieces.

MODERN

WINDSOR
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VICTORIAN

Flights of fancy and food  
for thought!
 
Whether they are designing for 
traditional or contemporary bathrooms, 
our designers take their cues from the 
architecture, furniture and cultural objects 
of the ages. Many of our traditional 
designs are based on authentic original 
ceramic pieces from the past, the 
Richmond suite took its inspiration from 
a 1950s juke box and the Empire suite 
was created to sit in an Art Deco interior. 

What cues is your house giving you? 

Every piece in the Silverdale™ range  
is handcrafted in the heart of the
English Potteries by Silverdale Bathrooms.

Of course you don’t have to follow the 
prompts of your property. Many of our 
designs work well in either traditional or 
modern settings and going against the grain 
can produce unique and fabulous interiors. 

Have a look at our architectural and furniture 
prompts here and on pages 68 and 69 then 
let your imagination create the distinctive 
bathroom of your dreams.

www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

www.pinterest.com/silverdalebathr/

www.facebook.com/silverdalebathrooms
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With much of our manufacturing process 
involving hand crafting, we are able to offer you a 
wide choice to allow you to match your bathroom 
pottery to your house or your own personal vision.

Our ceramic is available in either White or  
Old English White with a choice of two patterned 
ceramic finishes and the option of having your 
suite with or without the Silverdale™ logo.  
Many pieces are also available in a dramatic 
Glossy Black.

For a truly personal touch, we can add your own 
choice of logo fired into our handcrafted ceramic 
pieces. Whether you want to have your family 
name or crest added to your basins, or to add the 
brand name of your luxury hotel or your business 
to your ceramic pieces, our personalised logo 
service means you can create unique bathroom 
designs to last a lifetime.

Contact our 
office for further 
information on 
how you can 
personalise  
your Silverdale™ 
suite.

PERSONALISATION

GREAT BRITAIN
SI L V E R D A L E
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Our designers, modellers, casters and sprayers work 
within a local tradition of excellence using skills passed 
down through the generations in and around  
Stoke-on-Trent in the heart of The Potteries.  

Each piece is moulded, glazed and crafted by hand 
to the very highest specification. Fine china clay, also 
sourced in the UK, is taken from the mould and finished 
by hand before firing. Each piece is then sprayed with 
three layers of glaze to achieve the sparkling, glassy 
depth that characterises Silverdale™ quality and finish. 

Your choice of pattern, Silverdale™ logo or your own 
personal logo or the brand of your business, are hand 
applied and glazed, then fired to seal in the logo, 
providing you with a product that will stand the test  
of time. 

Each piece is 100% quality checked at every production 
stage, allowing us to achieve perfection that exceeds 
industry standards and customer expectations.

Applying glazeApplying the Silverdale™ logoSponging a casting

A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE

A Lifetime of pleasure, guaranteed
Timeless quality deserves a timeless guarantee and that is what Silverdale™ offers for your investment in 
its sanitaryware.
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VICTORIAN
For many people, the very epitome 
of the traditional bathroom look 
has to be Victorian. 
 
A celebration of confident square forms 
with distinctive high splashbacks, the 
basin, closet and cistern in this suite 
are based on authentic original pieces 
re-created in all their gleaming glory by 
Silverdale’s craftsmen.

The beauty of the Victorian look is in the 
strong detailing, from the options of a 
high level cistern to elegant basin stands 
that incorporate the cosy luxury of heated 
towel rails. 

A further, more modern refinement, 
is a compact version of the Victorian basin 
to create an extra sense of space in your 
cloakroom or ensuite.

CELEBRATING A GRANDER AGE
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VICTORIAN

Victorian 635mm Basin
635x485x910mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £405
Fluted standard height pedestal 645mm,  
white £195

Shown here with Victorian basin pillar taps, 
polished nickel £184
Basin waste, plug and chain, polished nickel £40

Victorian 635mm Basin
635x485x930mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £405
Victorian vanity cabinet in light oak,   
635x490x800mm £950
  
Shown here with Victorian basin 
pillar taps, polished nickel  £184
Basin waste, plug and chain, polished nickel £40

beautifully traditional

For other finishes and styles of brassware see pages 132 – 145.

All the accessories shown in the Victorian section are from the Victorian range.  
See pages 155 – 157 for the full range. 

For full technical information on the Victorian suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Fluted and unfluted, tall and standard pedestals
 
Victorian Standard Pedestal 585mm,  
fluted or un-fluted £195
Victorian Tall Pedestal 730mm, fluted  
or un-fluted £214

Fluted

Un-fluted

585mm

585mm

730mm

730mm
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Victorian 635mm Basin
635x485x930mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, black £485
Victorian basin stand and towel rail,  
polished nickel £1,249
 
Basin bottle trap, polished nickel £79
Shown here with Victorian 3 hole basin deck 
including pop up waste, polished nickel £433
Basin waste, plug and chain, polished nickel £40

Victorian 635mm Basin
635x485x930mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £405
Victorian basin stand and towel rail,  
polished nickel £1,249
 
Basin bottle trap, polished nickel £79
Shown here with Victorian basin pillar taps,   
polished nickel £200
Basin waste, plug and chain, polished nickel £40

Stand also available in chrome   £980
Incalux version  £POA
For the heated version of this stand 
Chrome  £1,210
Polished nickel  £1,499
Incalux  £POA
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VICTORIAN

Victorian Corner Cloakroom Basin
465x465mm, 1 or 2 tap holes, white £290

Shown with Victorian cloakroom basin 
pillar taps, chrome £175
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42 
Basin waste, plug and chain, chrome £19

Victorian Cloakroom Basin  
530x385mm, 2 tap holes, white £289
Victorian cloakroom basin heated towel  
rail stand, chrome £1,163
  
Shown with Victorian pillar taps, chrome £175
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42
Basin waste, plug and chain, chrome £19

Also available in polished nickel  £1,236
and incalux  £POA
This stand is also available unheated:
Chrome  £710
Polished nickel  £736
Incalux  £POA
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Victorian Wall Mounted Cloakroom Basin 
530x385mm, 2 tap holes, white £289
  
Shown with Victorian pillar taps,  
polished nickel £200
Basin bottle trap, polished nickel £79
Basin waste, plug and chain, polished nickel £40

Victorian Micro Basin
400x215mm, 1 or 2 tap holes, white £200
  
Shown with Victorian cloakroom pillar taps, 
chrome £175
Basin waste, plug and chain, chrome £42
Basin bottle trap, chrome £19

Victorian Inset Vanity Basin 
510x385mm, 0 tap holes, white £241
  
Shown with Victorian cloakroom basin 
pillar taps, polished nickel £200
Basin clicker waste, polished nickel £36

Victorian Undermount Basin 
440x305x210mm, 0 tap holes, white with  
granite console in Night Sky Black £887 
Victorian vanity cabinet in light oak,  
635x490x800mm £950

Shown here with Victorian 3 tap hole basin 
deck, polished nickel £433
Basin clicker waste, polished nickel £36

The 440mm Undermount basin may  
be purchased separately  £230
  
Victorian Undermount 480x382x191mm, white £241

The Granite top is only available for the 440mm 
undermount basin.
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Victorian Close Coupled Pan and Cistern
430x740x790mm, white £675

Shown with light oak seat with chrome 
hinges £195

Same finish also with incalux or  
polished nickel hinges £235

Victorian High Level Pan and Cistern
440x670x2005mm (max height), Old English White,
incalux pipe, brackets and pull  £1,105

Chrome version £1,000
Polished nickel version £1,105
Shown with dark oak seat with incalux hinges £235

Victorian Low Level Pan and Cistern
430x740x1010mm, white, polished nickel pipe, 
and lever £800

Chrome version £755
Incalux version £800
Shown with light oak seat with  
polished nickel hinges £235

VICTORIAN

For full technical information on the Victorian suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

High level closet cistern includes:
flush pipe, chrome brackets, ceramic disc and 
ceramic pull handle with decorative lettering.

Seats are available in Light Oak, Dark Oak, Mahogany and Ebony Black solid wood or 
White thermoset with soft close hinges.
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Victorian Wall Mounted Pan
330x575mm, white £394

Shown with light oak seat with chrome hinges £195

Victorian Wall Mounted Bidet
360x570mm, 1 tap hole, white £335

Shown with Victorian bidet monobloc mixer,  
including pop up waste, polished nickel £368

Victorian Freestanding Bidet
360x570mm, 1 tap hole, white £370

Shown with Victorian bidet monobloc mixer,  
including pop up waste, polished nickel £368
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Victorian Garden Low Level Pan and Cistern 
360x740x1010mm, Victorian Garden 
decoration, incalux pipe, lever £1,119

Shown with dark oak seat with incalux hinges £235
Also available with chrome or polished nickel  
fittings £1,119

High level and close-coupled sets also available
Victorian close-coupled pan and cistern, 
430x740x790mm, all finishes    £1,036
Victorian high level pan and cistern, 
440x670x2005mm (max), all finishes £1,266

Victorian Garden Cloakroom Basin
530x484mm, 2 tap holes, 
Victorian Garden decoration £376

Shown with Victorian Cloakroom  
Basin pillar taps, incalux £200
Basin waste, plug and chain, incalux £40
Basin bottle trap, incalux £79

Also available in both Victorian and  
Blue Garden patterns:
Corner basin 465x465mm, 1 or 2 tap holes   £400
Inset Vanity basin 510x385mm, 0 tap holes £289

VICTORIAN
GARDEN

Victorian Garden Basin
635x485x910mm, 3 tap holes,  
Victorian Garden decoration £492
Victorian standard unfluted pedestal,  
Victorian Garden decoration £289

Shown with Victorian 3 tap hole basin  
mixer including pop up waste, incalux £433

The Victorian Suite is also available in a choice of Victorian Garden 
or Victorian Blue Garden patterns decorated on white ceramic. 

These traditional styles are fired into the glaze and provide  
a stunning alternative in this the most authentic style of the  
Victorian era.

Classic White (Brown logo, 
Victorian Garden Pattern) 
basin and pedestal
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Victorian Blue Garden Freestanding Bidet
360x570mm, 1 tap hole, 
Blue Garden decoration  £512
 
Shown with Victorian bidet monobloc, chrome  £336

Victorian Blue Garden Close-Coupled Pan  
and Cistern 430x740x790mm,  
Blue Garden decoration     £1,036

Shown with light oak seat with chrome hinges £195

High level and low level sets also available.
Victorian high level pan and cistern,  
440x670x2005mm (max), all finishes £1,266
Victorian low level pan and cistern,  
360x740x1010mm, all finishes £1,119

Victorian Basin in Blue Garden
635x484x825mm, 2 or 3 tap holes,  
Blue Garden Decoration £492
Victorian standard unfluted pedestal,  
Blue Garden decoration £289

Shown with Victorian basin pillar taps, chrome £175
Basin, waste, plug and chain, chrome £19

VICTORIAN
BLUE GARDEN

For full technical information on the Victorian Garden suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Pedestal also available fluted.
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BELGRAVIA
Echoing the wood panelling, 
the fluted feature on Belgravia 
coupled with its beautiful curved 
basin front has always been one of 
the essential defining features of 
period styling.
 
The look is full of character and 
wonderfully evocative, used here to subtle 
effect on Belgravia’s pedestal, closet and 
bidet. The cistern breakfront shape is 
another charming traditional detail.

Belgravia combines elegance with 
exceptional versatility. 

The choice of cistern arrangements allows 
you to indulge your period bathroom 
styling ideas as far as you like, while giving 
you the option of repeating the same look 
in your cloakroom or ensuite.

PERIOD DETAILING
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BELGRAVIA

Belgravia 635mm Basin 
635x490x910mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £405
Fluted standard pedestal  £195

Also available in Old English White
Shown here with Victorian basin pillar 
taps, chrome £175
Basin waste, plug and chain, chrome £19

exudes classical character

Old English White
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Fluted and unfluted, tall and standard pedestals
 
Belgravia Standard Pedestal 585mm,  
fluted or plain £195
Belgravia Tall Pedestal 730mm, fluted or plain £214

Fluted

Un-fluted

585mm

585mm

730mm

730mm

Belgravia Coquet Inset Basin
565x460x195mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £202
  
Shown with Victorian 3 tap hole basin deck,  
including pop up waste, chrome £363

Belgravia 530mm Cloakroom Basin  
530x385mm, 2 tap holes, white £289

Shown with Victorian pillar taps, chrome £175
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42 
Basin waste, plug and chain, chrome £19

A basin stand is also available for this basin.  
See page 125.

For full technical information on the Belgravia suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 
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Belgravia Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
365x740x790mm, white £675

Shown with light oak seat with chrome hinges £195
Seats also available with incalux or  
polished nickel hinges £235

Belgravia Low Level Pan and Cistern 
430x740x1010mm, white, chrome pipe,  
and lever £755

Polished nickel version £800
Incalux version £800
Shown with light oak seat with chrome hinges £195

Seats are available in Light Oak, Dark Oak, Mahogany and Ebony Black solid wood 
or White thermoset with soft close hinges.
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Belgravia Wall Mounted Pan 
330x575mm, white £394

Shown with dark oak seat with chrome hinges £195

Belgravia Wall Mounted Bidet 
360x570mm, 1 tap hole, white £335

Shown with Victorian bidet monobloc mixer  
including pop up waste, polished nickel £368

Belgravia Floor Mounted Bidet 
330x535x375mm, 1 tap hole, white £370

Shown here with Victorian bidet monobloc  
mixer, including pop up waste, chrome £336

Belgravia High Level Pan and Cistern 
440x670x2005mm (max height), Old English White, 
chrome pipe, brackets and pull £1,000

Nickel version £1,105 
Incalux version £1,105
Shown with light oak seat with chrome hinges £195 For full technical information on the Belgravia suite, please visit our website  

www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

High level closet cistern includes:
flush pipe, chrome brackets, ceramic disc and 
ceramic pull handle with decorative lettering.
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BALASANI
By taking the period-style splashback, 
reducing its size whilst preserving the 
fine edge detail on the basin, a unique 
suite with a subtle more delicate look 
has been created.

Based on Edwardian design style with its 
exquisite finishing and intricate detail, the 
Balasani suite when teamed with the right 
brassware, could be perfectly at home in a 
distinctly non traditional setting. This delicate 
splashback feature is elegantly repeated on the 
cistern and bidet to create a collection that is 
perfectly proportioned and simply stunning.

The 600mm Balasani basin can look equally 
at home in your ensuite, while the choice of 
old-world low level, modern wall mounted or 
close coupled cistern arrangement is another 
example of this suite’s ability to span different 
eras of home design.

EXQUISITE FINISHING
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BALASANI

Balasani 600mm Basin 
600x490x900mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, black £517
Balasani traditional basin stand chrome  
830mm high £710

Shown here with Victorian pillar taps, chrome £175
Basin waste plug and chain, chrome £19
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42
  
The stand is also available in polished nickel 
and incalux   £POA

Balasani 600mm Basin 
600x490x895mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £431
Balasani pedestal, white £222
The pottery is also available in old english  
white at the same price.

Shown here with the Victorian 3 hole basin  
deck, including pop up waste, chrome £363

All the accessories shown in the Victorian section  
are from the Victorian range.  
See pages 155 – 157 for the full range.

combining elegance and versatility

Balasani 600mm Basin  
600x490x870mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £431 
Balasani cabinet in light oak
600x495x800mm £1,100

Shown here with the Victorian 3 hole basin 
deck, including pop up waste, chrome £363

This cabinet is also available in 6 painted finishes.  
See page 120 – 128 for full details.
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Balasani 600mm Basin 
600x490x870mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £431
Balasani traditional basin stand chrome  
830mm high £710

Shown here with the Victorian 3 hole basin  
deck, including pop up waste, chrome £363
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42
  
The stand is also available in polished nickel  
and incalux   £POA

Balasani Inset Vanity Basin 
520x430mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £221

Also available in black £243
  
Shown here with Victorian cloakroom pillar 
taps, chrome £175
Basin waste plug and chain, chrome £19
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BALASANI

High level closet 
cistern includes:
flush pipe, chrome 
brackets, ceramic 
disc and ceramic 
pull handle 
with decorative 
lettering.

Balasani Low Level Pan and Cistern 
430x730x1010mm, white, chrome pipe £742

Also available with polished nickel or incalux fittings  
and in Old English White
Shown with light oak seat with chrome hinges £195

Balasani Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
430x704x820mm, white £653

Shown with dark oak seat with chrome hinges £195 

Same finish also with incalux or  
polished nickel hinges £235

Balasani High Level Pan and Cistern 
430x605x2390mm (max height), white,  
chrome pipe, brackets and pull £1,024

Also available with polished nickel or incalux 
fittings and in Old English White  
Shown here with light oak seat with 
chrome hinges £195

Seats are available in Light Oak, Dark Oak, Mahogany and Ebony Black solid wood 
or White thermoset with soft close hinges.
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Balasani Wall Mounted Bidet 
360x570x400mm, 1 tap hole, white £365
 
Shown here with Victorian bidet monobloc,  
including pop up waste, chrome £336

Balasani Freestanding Bidet 
360x570x455mm, 1 tap hole, white £333
 
Shown here with Victorian bidet monobloc  
including pop up waste, chrome £336

Balasani Wall Mounted Pan 
365x575x400mm, white £394
 
Shown here with a dark oak seat with 
chrome hinges £195
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EMPIRE
The styling of this suite was 
inspired by the Empire State 
Building in New York City, 
the world’s most famous Art 
Deco building and an icon for 
architecture and design.
 
The bold angles of the suite perfectly 
demonstrate the Art Deco style of the 
1920s which still has universal appeal 
today, explaining why Empire is one 
of our best sellers.

With the new addition of solid oak 
cabinets, this suite has even more flexibility 
than ever, allowing you to recreate a full 
monochrome Art Deco ambiance and 
offering a feast of glorious centre-pieces 
for your bathroom.

CLASSIC ART DECO
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EMPIRE

Empire 920mm Winged Console Basin 
920x555x820mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £600
Ceramic legset, Standard 755mm white £195
Also available Tall 815mm  £195

Shown with Berkeley 3 hole basin  
deck including pop up waste, chrome  £443
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42

All the accessories shown in the Empire range 
section are from the Victorian accessory range.  
See pages 155 – 157 for the full range.

The Empire Suite is available in white only.

in honour of a sparkling era
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Empire 920mm Console Basin 
920x555x870mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £600
Empire pedestal, white £180

Shown with Berkeley 3 hole basin deck 
including pop up waste, chrome  £443

Empire 920mm Console Basin 
920x555x880mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £600
Empire luxury wood and chromed brass  
basin stand ebony black £1,500

Shown with Berkeley 3 hole basin deck  
including pop up waste, chrome  £443
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42

For full technical information on the Empire suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 
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Empire 620mm Basin  
620x500x835mm, 3 tap holes, white £335
Empire pedestal, white £180
  
Shown with Berkeley 3 hole basin deck   
including pop up waste, chrome  £443

Empire 700mm Basin 
700x530x845mm 1, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £370
Empire pedestal, white £180

Shown with Berkeley 3 tap hole basin deck  
including pop up waste, chrome  £443
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Empire 700mm Inset Basin
700x530x850mm, 1, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £370
Empire 700x530x800mm cabinet in
ebony black  £1,150

Shown with Berkeley 3 hole basin deck  
including pop up waste, chrome  £443 
 

Empire 920mm Console Basin 
920x555x865mm, 3 tap holes, white £600 
Empire 920x560x800mm cabinet in  
ebony black £1,725

Shown with Berkeley 3 hole basin deck  
including pop up waste, chrome  £443

Empire 450mm Cloakroom Basin
450x380mm, 1 or 2 tap holes, white £205
  
Shown with Berkeley basin pillar taps, chrome £198
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42
Basin waste plug and chain, chrome £19
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Empire Low Level Pan and Cistern  
432x715x980mm, white, chrome pipe  
and lever £460
  
Also available with incalux or polished  
nickel fittings £460
Shown with ebony black seat with  
chrome hinges £195

EMPIRE

Empire Back-to-Wall Pan 
530x365x400mm, white £305
 
Shown with ebony black seat with  
chrome hinges £195

For full technical information on the Empire suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Empire Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
771x432x795mm, white  £460
  
Shown with ebony black seat with  
chrome hinges £195

Seats are available in Light Oak, Dark Oak, Mahogany and Ebony Black solid wood 
or White thermoset with soft close hinges.
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Empire Freestanding Bidet 
530x365x400mm, 1 tap hole, white £380

Shown with Berkeley bidet monobloc, 
including pop up waste, chrome  £416

Empire Wall Mounted Pan 
575x365x400mm, white £394
  
Shown with ebony black seat with  
chrome hinges £195

Empire Wall Mounted Bidet 
570x360x400mm, 1 tap hole, white £365
  
Shown with Berkeley bidet monobloc, chrome £416

Empire High Level Pan and Cistern  
640x505x2419mm (max height), white,  
chrome pipe, brackets and pull £841
  
Shown with ebony black seat with  
chrome hinges £195

Also available with incalux or polished nickel fittings.

High level closet cistern includes:
flush pipe, chrome brackets, ceramic disc and 
ceramic pull handle with decorative lettering.
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NOUVEAU
The curvaceous lines of 
Nouveau bring a slightly softer, 
gentler charm to a traditional 
bathroom setting. 
 
The generous proportions of the pieces 
add a sense of grandeur for those who  
like to make a bold statement in their 
home styling.

A choice of cistern styles allows you to 
create your own take on period-style 
perfection. You can echo the look in 
your cloakroom or ensuite.

GENTLE CHARM
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NOUVEAU

Nouveau 655mm Basin
655x530x815mm, 3 tap holes, white £250
Nouveau pedestal, white £120

Shown with Berkeley 3 hole basin deck,  
chrome, including pop up waste £443

effortless grandeur

Old English White
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Nouveau 580mm Basin  
580x490x815mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £215 
Nouveau pedestal, white £120

Shown with Berkeley basin pillar taps, chrome £198
Basin waste, plug and chain, chrome £19
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42

Nouveau 495mm Cloakroom Basin 
495x410mm, 1 or 2 tap holes, white £194
  
Shown with Berkeley basin pillar taps, chrome £198
Basin waste, plug and chain, chrome £19
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42

For full technical information on the Nouveau suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 
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Nouveau Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
530x710x790mm, white £460
  
Shown with mahogany seat with chrome 
hinges £195

Same finish also with incalux or  
polished nickel hinges £235

Nouveau Low Level Pan and Cistern
530x750x1020mm, chrome pipe and lever £579
  
Shown with mahogany seat with chrome 
hinges £195

Same finish also with incalux or  
polished nickel hinges £235

For full technical information on the Nouveau suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Seats are available in Light Oak, Dark Oak, Mahogany and Ebony Black solid wood  
or White thermoset with soft close hinges.
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Nouveau High Level Pan and Cistern  
545x680x2350mm (max height), white,  
chrome pipe, brackets and pull £904
 
Also available in polished nickel or incalux £904
Shown with mahogany solid wood seat with 
chrome hinges £195

Nouveau Freestanding Bidet  
420x615x460mm, 1 tap hole, white £333

Shown here with Berkeley bidet monobloc  
mixer, including pop up waste, chrome £416

High level closet 
cistern includes:
flush pipe, chrome 
brackets, ceramic 
disc and ceramic 
pull handle 
with decorative 
lettering.
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HIGHGROVE
You could be forgiven for thinking 
that the inspiration for the 
distinctive Highgrove design was 
purely 21st Century, but in fact 
this suite’s design cue came from 
the beautiful elliptical deep-sided 
shape of an original 1920’s piece. 
Perfect proof that classic design 
reaches out from its own time to 
inspire future generations. 

With Highgrove you can choose the close 
coupled closet and cistern or, alternatively, 
consider the continental styled back-to-
wall closet. 

The uniquely styled basins complete 
a highly individual look.

A VOICE FROM THE 1920s
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Highgrove Inset Vanity Basin 
437x519x192mm depth, 1 or 3 tap holes, white  £202

Shown here with Highgrove 3 hole basin  
deck, including pop up waste, chrome £267

Highgrove Semi-Countertop Basin  
580x493x209mm depth, 1 or 3 tap holes, white  £394

Shown here with Highgrove 3 hole basin  
deck, including pop up waste, chrome £267

HIGHGROVE

Highgrove 620mm Basin 
620x525x500mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £335
Highgrove pedestal, white £140

Shown here with Highgrove 3 hole basin deck, 
chrome  £267

The Highgrove Suite is available in white only.

sleek and architectural styling

For full technical information on the Highgrove suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 
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Highgrove Cloakroom Basin
490x415x190mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white  £216

Shown here with Highgrove basin 
monobloc mixer, including pop up waste, 
chrome £248
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42

The accessories shown in the Highgrove section  
are from the Berkeley range. For the full range  
see pages 157 - 159. 
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Highgrove Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern 
386x730x823mm, white £460

Highgrove soft-close seat, white £135

The seat shown is no longer available.   
Please see page 114 for a picture of the 
soft-close, seat now supplied.
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Highgrove Back-to-Wall Pan 
580x400mm, white £225

Highgrove soft-close seat, white £135

For full technical information on the Highgrove suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Highgrove Back-to-Wall Bidet
572x402mm, 1 tap hole, white £384

Shown here with Highgrove bidet monobloc, 
including pop up waste, chrome £260
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HILLINGDON
Reassuringly solid, yet stylish and 
elegant, the double roll rim and soft 
edges of the Hillingdon suite will 
add a period feel to any bathroom. 
Combine with any of our freestanding 
baths for the final luxurious touch. 
 
With dual top flush, close coupled closet, and 
cistern, freestanding/ back-to-wall bidet and 
back-to-wall closet the Hillingdon suite has 
all the practical features of a contemporary 
bathroom suite. 

A choice of cloakroom and semi-countertop 
basins, full and semi-pedestals provides the 
flexibility to suit any bathroom size. 

STYLISHLY ELEGANT
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HILLINGDON

Hillingdon 650mm Basin
650x550x820mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £442
Hillingdon pedestal, white £140
Hillingdon semi-pedestal also available £145

Shown here with Berkeley basin monobloc,  
including pop up waste, chrome £363

The Hillingdon suite is available in white only.

suave contours
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Hillingdon 600mm Basin
600x505x820mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £405
Hillingdon semi-pedestal, white £145

Shown here with Berkeley basin monobloc  
including pop up waste, chrome £363

The accessories shown in the Highgrove section  
are from the Berkeley range. For the full range  
see pages 157 - 159. 

Hillingdon 600mm Semi-Countertop Basin
600x490mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £466

Shown here with Berkeley basin monobloc,  
including pop up waste, chrome £363

For full technical information on the Hillingdon suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 
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Hillingdon 450mm Cloakroom Basin
450x390mm, 1 tap hole, white £222

Shown here with Berkeley basin monobloc,  
including pop up waste, chrome £363
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42

HILLINGDON
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Hillingdon 860mm Console Basin
860x600x975mm, white £468 
Console basin legset – tall 815mm, white  £190
Legset also available in standard  
height – 755mm £180
 
Shown here with Highgrove 3 hole basin deck 
including pop up waste, chrome  £267
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42

Hillingdon 650mm Console Basin
650x600x985mm, white £448
Console basin legset – standard 755mm, white £180
Legset also available in tall height – 815mm  £180

Shown here with Highgrove 3 hole basin deck, 
including pop up waste, chrome  £267
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42
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HILLINGDON

Hillingdon 650mm Console Basin
650x600x827mm, 3 tap holes, white £448 
Hillingdon pedestal, white £140 

Shown here with Highgrove 3 hole basin deck, 
including pop up waste, chrome  £267 

Hillingdon Back-to-Wall Pan
380x550x405mm, white £421 

Hillingdon soft-close seat, white,  
anti-bacterial coating £135 

Hillingdon Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
425x720x845mm, white £652 

Hillingdon soft-close seat, white,  
anti-bacterial coating £135 

For full technical information on the Hillingdon suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 
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Hillingdon Back-to-Wall Bidet
370x585x405mm, 1 tap hole, white £459 

Shown here with the Berkeley bidet monobloc,  
including pop up waste, chrome £416
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DAMEA
The striking square-edged form 
of the Damea basin sets the styling 
keynote that is pleasingly repeated 
in the Damea closet, cistern  
and bidet. 

With options of wall mounted and 
back-to-wall pieces as well as the familiar 
close coupled closet and cistern, the 
Damea design is amazingly versatile. 

The Damea suite is only available in white, 
apart from the 650mm basin which is 
available in a choice of white or black.

VERSATILE STYLING
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DAMEA

full of striking details

Damea 650mm Basin
650x490x830mm, 0, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £375
Damea pedestal, white £140
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Damea 650mm Basin 
650x490x830mm, 0, 1 or 3 tap holes, black £412
Shown on the Damea stand, chrome £710
Also available in polished nickel and  
incalux finish £POA

Shown here with Berkeley basin monobloc,
including pop up waste, chrome £363
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42
 

Damea 650mm Basin
650x490x830mm, 0, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £375
Damea semi-pedestal, white £197
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Damea Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
365x690x835mm, white £698 

Shown with Damea white soft-close seat, 
with anti-bacterial coating  £135

Damea Back-to-Wall Bidet 
365x570x400mm, 1 tap hole, white  £428

Damea Back-to-Wall Pan 
365x575x365mm, white £416

Shown with Damea white soft-close seat, 
with anti-bacterial coating  £135

DAMEA

Featured Brassware is not available. We suggest Highgrove or Berkeley from our current ranges.
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To further enhance its looks and for  
convenience, the pipework at the rear of the 
Damea close coupled closet is hidden behind  
a vitreous china infill panel. If plumbing access  
is ever needed, the panel simply lifts away from  
its magnetic mountings.

For full technical information on the Damea suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Damea Wall Mounted Pan 
330x575x360mm, white £394

Shown with Damea white soft-close seat, 
with anti-bacterial coating  £135

Damea Wall Mounted Bidet 
360x570x400mm, 1 tap hole, white £365
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ART DECO

EMPIRE

The Art Deco style is strong and angular lightened with 
curved flourishes. This means that our matching Empire 
ceramic pieces can be used either to embrace the style as 
a whole within an authentic Art Deco building as shown 
here, or will bring a hint of that glamorous, sparkling era 
to a more neutral architecture.
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www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

MODERN
DAMEA

HIGHGROVE
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WINDSOR
A highly sculptural design created 
in conjunction with one of the 
world’s most famous design houses 
in Italy – Pininfarina, the Windsor 
suite’s bold, flowing form is ideal 
for making a design statement.
 
The countertop basins invoke a curled leaf 
ready to receive the rainfall. 

Available in two sizes and two colours,  
it turns a functional wash station into 
a piece of art.

FLOWING AND ORGANIC
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WINDSOR

Windsor 600mm Countertop Basin 
600x435x165mm, 0 tap holes, white, 
supplied with colour matched clicker waste  £498

Windsor 800mm Countertop Basin 
800x440x200mm, 0 tap holes, white, 
supplied with colour matched clicker waste £590

a futuristic design statement
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Windsor 800mm Black Countertop Basin 
800x440x200mm, 0 tap holes, black, 
supplied with colour matched clicker waste £650

For full technical information on the Windsor suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.
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Windsor Wall Mounted Pan
600x390x480mm, white £634

Windsor soft-close seat, white £220

Windsor Wall Mounted Bidet
600x400x480mm, white £655

Windsor Back-to-Wall Pan
600x390x480mm, white £505

Windsor soft-close seat, white £220

WINDSOR

For full technical information on the Windsor suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.
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Windsor Back-to-Wall Bidet
600x400x480mm, white £655
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ASCOT
Ascot is simply a modern classic 
that will transcend fashion. 
Its clean, slimline rim on all 
pieces results in an inner bowl 
of generous proportions across  
each piece.
 
With its extensive range of basins and 
pans the Ascot offer many combination 
possibilities for different sized rooms.

CLEAN SIMPLE LINES
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ASCOT

Ascot 550mm Basin 
550x540x830mm, 0 or 1 tap hole, white £216
Ascot full standard pedestal, 
670mm high, white £96

a modern classic

The Ascot Suite is available in white only.
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Ascot 550mm Basin  
550x540x803mm, 0 or 1 tap hole, white £216
Ascot semi-pedestal, white £135

For full technical information on the Ascot suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.

Ascot 450mm Cloakroom Basin 
450x385x160mm depth, 1 tap hole, white £169

Contemporary basin chrome bottle trap,  
chrome £60
May also be fitted with the Ascot  
semi-pedestal £135

Ascot 550mm Countertop Basin
550x400x170mm, 0 tap holes, white £255

Basin clicker waste, chrome £19
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ASCOT

Ascot 550mm Semi-Countertop Basin  
550x505x185mm, 1 tap hole, white £337

Ascot 370mm Countertop Basin  
370x370x155mm, 0 tap holes, white £198

Contemporary bottle trap, chrome  £60
Basin clicker waste, chrome  £19
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Ascot 700mm Countertop Basin  
700x400x170mm, 0 tap holes, white £362

Basin clicker waste, chrome £19

Ascot 550mm Inset Vanity Basin  
550x430x205mm, 0 tap holes, white £229

Basin clicker waste, chrome £19

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.
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Ascot Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
365x680x805mm, white £432

Ascot soft-close seat, white £151

ASCOT

For full technical information on the Ascot suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 
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Ascot Back-to-Wall Pan 
340x560x400mm, white  £346

Ascot soft-close seat, white £151

Ascot Wall Mounted Pan 
340x560x400mm, white £364

Ascot soft-close seat, white £151

Ascot Back-to-Wall Bidet 
365x570x400mm, 1 tap hole, white £393

Ascot Wall Mounted Bidet 
365x570x400mm, 1 tap hole, white £393

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.
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HENLEY
Sometimes you don’t want the 
ceramics to be the sculptural 
centre-piece of your bathroom.  
You want them to blend in with 
other items, perhaps furniture to 
create a harmonious ensemble. 
 
If that is your wish, Henley, with its 
extensive choice of basin formats 
and sizes is the suite for you.
 
The soft, square design has been popular 
for a while now and is one of our best 
sellers. You can see why – it’s easy on the 
eye, easy to clean and light on the purse.

A GREAT MINIMALIST MIXER
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HENLEY

striking shapes

Henley 550mm Basin 
550x460mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £203
700mm full tall pedestal,  
giving 850mm height, white £84
Semi-pedestal also available £102

Also available  
Henley 600mm basin  
600x500x850mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £241
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Henley 550mm Inset Vanity Basin
550x445mm, 1 tap hole, white £179

Contemporary bottle trap, chrome £60

Henley 550mm Semi-Countertop Basin
550x460mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white                    £249 

Contemporary bottle trap, chrome £60 
 
 

Henley 450mm Countertop Basin
450x370x165mm, 1 tap hole, white £189

Also available in black, 1 tap hole £211

Also available  
Henley 550mm Countertop Basin  
550x460x180mm, 1 tap hole, white £216

550mm Henley Countertop Basin,  
1 tap hole, black £236

Henley 450mm Cloakroom Basin
450x370x815mm, 1 tap hole, white £175
Henley semi-pedestal, white £90

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.
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Henley Close-Coupled Pan and Shrouded Cistern
346x653x908mm, white £425
  
Henley soft-close seat, white £140

Henley Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
375x650x795mm, white £414
  
Henley soft-close seat, white £140

Henley 410mm Micro Basin
410x250mm, 1 tap hole, white £129
 
NB.  Handed product.   Left-hand shown here.
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For full technical information on the Henley suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Henley Back-to-Wall Pan 
348x570x400mm, white £335

Henley soft-close seat, white £140

Henley Wall Mounted Pan 
348x570x400mm, white £345

Henley soft-close seat, white £140

Henley Back-to-Wall Bidet 
360x570x400mm, 1 tap hole, white £392

Henley Wall Mounted Bidet 
60x570x400mm, 1 tap hole, white £358

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.
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RICHMOND
The Richmond suite has quiet, 
unassuming style but is far from 
bland. Its exquisite asymmetric 
design is strong and chunky 
without shouting. It has the 
widest range of pieces of all 
our collections, making it 
highly versatile.

Clean and fresh in white, it takes on 
a different personality in our deep 
glossy black glaze – decadent and 
quite simply gorgeous. 

UNDERSTATED CHARACTER
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RICHMOND

Richmond 500mm Basin 
500x440x815mm, 1 tap hole, white £140
Full pedestal 670mm high, white £68
or full tall pedestal 700mm high, white £84

This set is also available in black

Richmond 500mm Basin and Pedestal 
500x440x815mm, 1 tap hole, black £169

Full pedestal 670mm high, black £78 
or full tall pedestal 700mm high, black £92

crisp and curvaceous
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Richmond 600mm Basin
600x485x530mm, 1 tap hole, white £140
Richmond semi-pedestal, white  £90
 
Also available in black £169

Richmond 450mm Cloakroom Basin
450x385mm, 1 tap hole, white £165

Contemporary bottle trap, chrome £60
Cloakroom semi-pedestal also available  
for this basin, white £90

Also available in black £181

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.
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Richmond 550mm Semi-Countertop Basin
550x485mm, 1 tap hole, white £196

Also available in black £219

RICHMOND

For full technical information on the Richmond suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Richmond 435mm Teardrop Countertop Basin 
435x435mm, 0 tap holes, white £199

Also available in black £221
Basin clicker waste, chrome £19

Richmond 440mm Countertop Round Basin 
440mm dia. 1 tap hole, black £220

Also available in white £199
Basin clicker waste, chrome £19
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Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.

Richmond 450mm Corner Basin
450x320x320mm, 1 tap hole, white £135

Also available in black £149 
Contemporary bottle trap, chrome £60

Richmond 410mm Micro Basin  
410x250mm, 1 tap hole, white £119

Also available in black £139
Contemporary bottle trap, chrome £60
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Richmond Back-to-Wall Pan
360x565x360mm, white £320

Also available in black £389

Richmond soft-close seat, white £140
Richmond soft-close seat, black £185

RICHMOND
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For full technical information on the Richmond suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Richmond Wall Mounted Pan 
360x500x360mm, white £330

Also available in black  

Richmond wall mounted pan, black   £229
Richmond soft-close seat, white £140
Richmond soft-close seat, black £185
 

Richmond Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
385x700x820mm, white £372

Also available in black

Close coupled pan and cistern, black £432
Richmond soft-close seat, black £185 
Richmond soft-close seat, white £140

Richmond Wall Mounted Bidet 
370x490mm, 1 tap hole, white £340

Also available in black £411

Richmond Back-to-Wall Bidet
370x552x390mm, 1 tap hole, white £295

Also available in black £332
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THAMES
The Thames has timeless, classic 
basin curves with a touch of design 
on the tap deck to hold your 
soaps. This is an adaptable suite 
capable of looking contemporary 
or classic depending on the pieces 
chosen and the setting they are 
fitted into.

Thames has a wide range of pieces and 
the basins are ample making the collection 
practical as well as graceful.

SLEEK AND PURE
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THAMES

Thames 610mm Basin 
610x500x830mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £125
Thames full pedestal 670mm, white £68
or full tall pedestal 700mm, white  £84

Thames semi-pedestal also available, white £102

unifying features across all pieces 
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Thames 560mm Basin
560x460x830mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £109
Thames semi-pedestal, white £102

This basin may also be fitted with the full  
and full tall pedestals.

Thames 450mm Cloakroom Basin 
450x375x840mm, 1 tap hole, white £109
Thames cloakroom semi-pedestal, white £90

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.
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Thames 560mm Semi-Countertop Basin
560x460x510mm, 1 or 3 tap holes, white £190

THAMES

For full technical information on the Thames suite, please visit our website  
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk 

Thames 450mm Corner Basin
450x320x400mm, 1 tap hole, white £130

Contemporary bottle trap, chrome £60
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Thames Close-Coupled Pan and Cistern
380x700x795mm, white £319

Thames soft-close seat, white £140

Thames 450mm Cloakroom Basin
450x375x840mm, 1 tap hole, white £109

Contemporary bottle trap, chrome £60

Featured brassware not available from Silverdale Bathrooms.
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Thames Wall Mounted Pan 
368x560mm, white £254

Thames soft-close seat, white £140

 

Thames Back-to-Wall Pan
346x530x410mm, white £290

Thames soft-close seat, white £140

Thames Wall Mounted Bidet 
368x540mm, 1 tap hole, white £328

Thames Back-to-Wall Bidet
368x540x410mm, 1 tap hole, white £328
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Bathroom furniture has become more 
fashionable in recent years. If you 
are treating yourself to a fabulous 
centre-piece, have a look at our 
extensive range of beautiful basins 
and turn your furniture into an 
eye-catching piece of art. 

All the basins are hand made in our factory and 
triple-glazed like the rest of our ceramic pieces to 
create a lustre unparalleled in the industry.  

All basins are badged with the Silverdale™ logo 
but we also offer the option of a personalised 
logo, family crest, brand name or initials. 
With round, soft-square or sweeping shapes, 
all have matching WC’s.

COUNTERTOP
BASINS
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COUNTERTOP
BASINS

Ascot 550mm Countertop Basin, 550x400x170mm, 0 tap holes, white £255
Basin clicker waste, chrome £62
 

Ascot 370mm Countertop Basin, 370x370x155mm, 0 tap holes, white £198 
Basin clicker waste, chrome £62
 

Ascot 700mm Countertop Basin, 700x400x170mm, 0 tap holes, white £362
Basin clicker waste, chrome £62

Esher 440x440mm Countertop Basin,  
0 tap holes, white                             £199

Esher 400x400mm Countertop Basin,  
0 tap holes, no overflow, white £199
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Brand your basin
If you want to have your basin fired with a logo of your choice,  
or even your own family crest, we can do that too. 
It may be you want a range of basins to refurbish your hotel or bar.  
All our fired ceramic pieces have a lifetime guarantee, 
so your chosen logo will shine for many years to come. 
For more information please contact us on 01782 717175 or visit  
our website www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

Richmond 435mm Teardrop Countertop Basin, 435x435mm, 
0 tap holes, white  £199
 
Also available in black, 0 tap holes £221
Basin clicker waste, chrome £62

Richmond 440mm Countertop Round Basin  
440mm dia. 1 tap hole, black £220

Also available in white, 1 tap hole £199
Basin clicker waste, chrome £62

Windsor 600mm Black Countertop Basin 
600x435x165mm 0 tap holes,   £559 
Windsor 800mm Black Countertop Basin  
800x440x200mm, 0 tap holes,  £650
Black basins supplied with colour matched  
clicker waste 

Windsor 600mm Countertop Basin 600x435x165mm,  
white, 0 tap holes  £498
Windsor 800mm Countertop Basin 800x440x200mm,  
white, 0 tap holes  £590 
white basins with colour matched clicker waste 

Henley 450mm Countertop Basin, 450x370mm, 1 tap hole, white    £189
Also available in black, 1 tap hole £211
 
Henley 550mm Countertop Basin, 550x460mm, 1 tap hole, white    £216
Also available in black, 1 tap hole   £236
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TILE 
COLLECTION
Every piece in the Silverdale™  
range is handcrafted in the heart  
of the English Potteries. 

Using traditional techniques, 
the finest china clay and 
our finest glaze, we have now 
created a range of perfectly 
matched handcrafted ceramic tiles, 
to ensure a truly authentic 
bathroom experience.
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CERAMIC
TILES

SILVERDALE™ BATHROOM 
COLOURS
Using our finest glaze, with 
colours perfectly matched to our 
sanitaryware and with a depth of 
shine and finish only achieved by 
hand, our exclusive tile colours  
will suit any bathroom look,  
decor or finish. 

Available in five exclusive and 
traditional shades of: White, 
Old English White, Burgundy, 
Navy and Black and together 
complemented by four unique 
pastel shades of Pennine Moss, 
Pembroke Sand, Highland Mist 
and Windermere Blue. 

White

Windermere Blue (WIB)

Pennine Moss (PEN)

Burgundy (BUR)

Black (BLK)

Old English White (OEW)

Highland Mist (HIM)

Pembroke Sand (PBS)

Navy (NVY)
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DADO MOULDINGS
Our unique and authentic Silverdale™ dado mouldings are handcrafted to mirror the exquisite detailing on our traditional ceramic ware. 
Our Victorian styled Windsor dado, acts an authoritative  piece in its own right, perfectly framing any tiled area and complementing the traditional 
skirting tile and design. The Traditional Balmoral dado will act as a simple finishing touch to large tiled areas, whilst the Sandringham border tile 
can be used as a neat finishing piece or more traditionally to add definition between contrasting tile colours.

White

Windermere Blue (WIB)

Pennine Moss (PEN)

Burgundy (BUR)

Black (BLK)

Old English White (OEW)

Highland Mist (HIM)

Order code: BCHLFTL
Size: 150x75mm
Qty: per box: 44
M2 per box: 0.50m
Price per tile: £1.62
(White/Old English)
Price per tile: £1.73 (All colours)

SANDRINGHAM BORDER 

HALF TILE

VICTORIA WINDSOR DADO 

BALMORAL DADO 

FIELD TILE

Order code: BCSBOTL
Size: 150x16mm 
Qty: per box: 9
Linear metres per box: 1.36m
Price per tile: £5.15  (White/Old English)
Price per tile: £5.25 (All colours)

Order code: BCFLDTL
Size: 150x150mm
Qty: per box: 22
M2 per box: 0.50m
Price per tile: £2.36 
(White/Old English)
Price per tile: £2.62 (All colours)

Order code: BCSVDTL
Size: 150x60mm
Qty: per box: 6
Linear metres per box: 0.91m  
Price per tile: £5.77  
(White/Old English)
Price per tile: £5.99 (All colours)

Order code: BCSVDTL
Size: 150x45mm
Qty: per box: 9
Linear metres per box: 1.36m  
Price per tile: £5.25 
(White/Old English)
Price per tile: £5.46 (All colours)

Pembroke Sand (PBS)

Navy (NVY)

Ordering examples:

If you require Highland 
Mist Half Tile use 
code and tile suffix 
BCHLFTLHIM

If you require Navy Field 
Tile use code and tile 
suffix BCFLDTLNVY

Pennine Moss (PEN)

Pennine Moss (PEN)

Old English White (OEW)

Old English White (OEW)

Order code: BCSKTTL
Size: 150x150mm
Qty: per box: 3
M2 per box: 0.45m
Price per tile: £12.34  
(White/Old English)
Price per tile: £12.60 (All colours)

SILVERDALE™ SKIRTING

Old English White (OEW)
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SEATS
We take a great deal of time creating 
a toilet seat to exactly match each 
WC pan, whether in the quality of the 
materials, the subtleties of design 
and, in the case of the white, exact 
colour matching to the Silverdale™ 
white ceramic.

It’s not all about looks either. Comfort is also an 
important consideration in our design process. 
 
All our white seats are equipped with a patented 
soft-close mechanism, helping to reduce noise 
in the home.
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WC SEATS
WOODEN SEATS

Our luxury hardwood seats are 
available in Light Oak, Dark Oak, 
Ebony Black and Mahogany 
finishes for the Victorian, Belgravia, 
Balasani, Empire and Nouveau 
Suites. All of these seats are 
available with either chrome, 
incalux or polished nickel hinges. 

They are crafted from solid oak 
using traditional techniques 
designed to create robust and 
stable seats. They are finished in 
superior anti-bacterial coatings 
giving modern benefits to a 
traditional look product.  

The heavy-weight bar hinges are 
plated to the highest standard 
while the finishing touch is the 
inset Silverdale™ logo plate in 
the lid.

Chrome hinges: £195 

Incalux or Nickel 
hinges:  £235

Heavyweight bar hinge

Mahogany

Dark Oak 

Incalux

ChromePolished nickel

Ebony Black

Light Oak
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WHITE THERMOSET SEATS

All our handcrafted, hardwood closet 
seats are beautifully finished with the 
Silverdale™ logo plate and traditional 
heavyweight bar hinge.

All of our close-coupled, wall mounted and  
back-to-wall WC pans can be fitted with a 
premium grade, white thermoset seat.   

It is heavyweight, doesn’t bounce or shake and 
is wrapped to the pan. It comes with a soft-close 
mechanism, quick release hinges, anti-bacterial 
coating and 15mm of adjustment. The soft-close 
mechanism, patented in Germany, carries a 
10 year guarantee and can be forced by children 
without being damaged. The materials of the 
seats come with a 2 year guarantee. 

White seats offered to suit:  
 
Hillingdon £135
Highgrove £135
Damea soft-close £135
Windsor £220
Ascot £151
Henley £140
Richmond, White  £140 
Richmond, Black  £185
Thames £140

White soft-close thermoset seat
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NEW

FURNITURE
The bathroom can be a place of hard, 
smooth surfaces but wooden furniture 
introduces a softer and warmer material 
and gives you a whole new way of using 
the ceramic basins allowing you to 
transform the feel of the room.
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FURNITURE

Victorian 635mm Basin 
635x485x930mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £405
Basin also available in Old English White

Victorian Vanitory Unit 635x490x800mm  
in light oak  £950

Victorian Undermount Basin
440x305x210mm, 0 tap holes, white with  
granite console in Night Sky Black £887
Basin also available in Old English White

Victorian Vanitory Unit 635x490x800mm  
in light oak  £950

The granite console is also available in Appaloosa 
Cream and Saltaire Grey. See page 122.

Our furniture is handcrafted 
by specialists in the UK from 
specially selected pieces of 
solid oak and carefully painted 
with a resistant, protective 
lacquer to give a silky finish. 
Each cabinet has an adjustable 
shelf and a pewter effect 
handle. The designs are simple 
and match our vanitory basins 
to perfection.
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Empire 700mm Basin 
700x530x850mm, 1, 2 or 3 tap holes, white        £370 

Empire Cabinet 700x530x800mm, 
solid oak in ebony black  £1,150

Empire 920mm Winged Console Basin
920x555x865mm, 3 tap holes, white £600

Empire Cabinet 920x560x800mm,
solid oak in ebony black £1,725 
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Balasani 600mm Basin
600x490x870mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £431

Balasani Cabinet 600x495x800mm  
in light oak  £1,100

Balasani 600mm Basin
600x490x870mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £431

Balasani Cabinet 600x495x800mm  
in painted finish £1,100

FURNITURE
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COLOURS AVAILABLE TO ORDER

The Balasani cabinet is available in  
a selection of six hand-painted finishes in  
muted period colours, ideal for creating a 
glamorous shabby chic or boudoir style  
in your bathroom.

Mirrors also available to order 
in these colours, including light oak and 
ebony black. See page 122.

Balasani Cabinet 600x495x800mm  
in painted finish £1,100 Moonlight Blue Palomba Grey  Plum Grey

Latte Stone Artichoke Green Timid Teal
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GRANITE TOPS

Victorian Undermount Basin
440x305x210mm, 0 tap holes, white with  
granite console in Night Sky Black £887
Also available in Old English White

Victorian Vanitory Unit 635x490x800mm  
in light oak  £950

Choose from:

Shown here with Victorian basin, 
Victorian 3 tap hole deck,  
polished nickel £433
Basin clicker waste, polished nickel £36

The 440mm undermount basin may  
be purchased separately  £230

Saltaire Grey

Night Sky Black

Appaloosa Cream

MIRRORS
COLOURS AVAILABLE TO ORDER:

Timid Teal

Palomba Grey  

Latte Stone

Artichoke Green

Moonlight Blue

Plum Grey

Light Oak

Ebony Black

Solid Oak Mirror 800x650mm   
in painted finish. £295
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HEATED TOWEL  
RAILS & BASIN 
STANDS
Designed specifically for use with 
the Victorian, Balasani, Damea and 
Charlbury basins, Silverdale’s basin 
stands are the finest quality available, 
each one crafted in solid brass tubing 
and available in a choice of chrome, 
incalux or polished nickel finishes.

The Victorian basin stands include a towel rail 
which may also be heated with the addition 
of valves.

All our premium quality UK manufactured heated 
towel rails use arsenical or de-zinced brass and 
unlike inferior rails, they may be fitted on an open 
or closed water heating circuit.

RA
ILS &

 STA
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S
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HEATED TOWEL 
RAILS &  
BASIN STANDS

Our range of traditional basin stands and heated towel rails are hand polished and pressure tested at three stages; before
and after polishing and again after the rail has been plated, to ensure it will withstand a lifetime of use in your bathroom.

Victorian 635mm Basin 
635x485x930mm, 2 or 3 tap holes, white £405
Also available in black £485
Polished nickel basin stand and towel rail £1,249

Basin bottle trap, polished nickel £79
Shown here with Victorian pillar taps,  
polished nickel £200
Basin waste, plug and chain, polished nickel £40

Stand also available in chrome   £980
Incalux version  £POA
For the heated version of this stand
Chrome  £1,210
Polished nickel   £1,499
Incalux  £POA
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Victorian Cloakroom Basin 
530x385mm, 2 tap holes, white £289
Basin stand and heated towel rail, chrome £1,163 

Shown here with Victorian pillar taps, chrome £175
Basin waste, plug and chain, chrome £19
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42

Also available in polished nickel  £1,236 
and incalux  £POA
This stand is also available unheated:
Chrome  £710
Polished nickel  £738
Incalux  £POA

Damea 650mm Basin 
650x490x830mm, 0, 1 or 3 tap holes, black £412
Damea basin stand and towel rail, chrome £710

Shown here with Berkeley basin monobloc,  
including pop up waste, chrome £363
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42

Also available in polished nickel  £736
and incalux £POA

This stand is also suitable for the Victorian 635mm 
basin.
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HEATED TOWEL 
RAILS &  
BASIN STANDS
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Balasani Basin 600x490x900mm
2 or 3 tap holes, black £517
Balasani traditional basin stand  
830mm high, chrome £710

Shown here with Victorian 3 hole basin deck, 
including pop up waste, chrome £363
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42
  
The stand is also available in polished nickel  £736 
and incalux   £POA

Balasani Basin 600x490x900mm
2 or 3 tap holes, white £431
Balasani traditional basin stand  
830mm high, chrome £710

Shown here with Victorian 3 hole basin deck, 
including pop up waste, chrome £363
Basin bottle trap, chrome £42
  
The stand is also available in polished nickel  £736 
and incalux   £POA
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If you are wanting to create a dramatic 
focal point for your bathroom, you 
cannot go wrong with an iconic 
freestanding cast iron bath.  

Choose your preferred shape – a Double Ended 
bath or Slipper bath with feet or an imposing 
galleon style on a plinth – then make it your own 
by painting the exterior in your chosen colour. 

The interiors of all our cast iron baths are  
finished in heavy white enamel while the exterior 
surface is supplied unfinished, primed and ready 
for painting.

BATHS
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BATHS

1780x800x585mm
2 tap holes  £2,950

Weight:182Kg 
Capacity: 240 Litres 
Bathing depth: 465mm
 
Shown here with telescopic 
shrouds in polished nickel  £271
Victorian bath shower mixer 
bridge in polished nickel  £749
Exposed waste and overflow for 
freestanding baths in polished nickel  £201

Please note that owing to reduced space 
below the base, this bath will need to have 
the trap sunken below the floor or else a 
shallow trap sourced.

PORTIA DUAL ROLL TOP 
ON PLINTH
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1750x815x675mm
2 tap holes, primed feet  £1,900
Also available with  
chrome feet £2,050

Weight:154Kg 
Capacity: 240 Litres 
Bathing depth: 465mm
 
Featured brassware not available from 
Silverdale. We recommend our own Victorian or 
Berkeley bath shower mixer bridge, telescopic 
shrouds, waste, overflow and bath trap.

MARK ANTHONY DUAL ROLL 
TOP BATH ON FEET
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1700x760x580mm
2 tap holes, chrome feet £2,550
Also available with primed  
feet ready for painting £2,450

Weight:129Kg 
Capacity: 205 Litres 
Bathing depth: 370mm

1540x765x583mm
2 tap holes, chrome feet £2,120

And with primed feet £2,020

Weight:120Kg 
Capacity: 180 Litres 
Bathing depth: 353mm
 
1700 size shown here with telescopic 
shrouds in chrome  £118
Berkeley bath shower mixer bridge  
in chrome  £715
Exposed waste and overflow for  
freestanding baths in chrome  £154
Bath trap for freestanding baths  
in chrome  £60

GINEVRA 1700 OR 1540
SLIPPER BATH ON CHROME 
FEET OR PRIMED FEET
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1700x780x585mm
2 tap holes, chrome feet £1,850
Also available with primed  
feet ready for painting £1,750

Weight:129Kg 
Capacity: 190 Litres 
Bathing depth: 372mm
 
Shown here with telescopic  
shrouds in chrome  £118
Berkeley bath shower mixer  
bridge in chrome  £715
Exposed waste and overflow for  
freestanding baths in chrome  £154
Bath trap for freestanding baths  
in chrome  £60

ROSAMUND DUAL ROLL TOP 
BATH ON CHROME FEET  
OR PRIMED
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BRASSWARE
Silverdale Bathrooms offers three 
comprehensive tap collections to allow 
you to add the all-important gleaming 
finishing touches to your bathroom. 

Our brassware is cast in solid brass for durability 
and protected by genuine chrome or an incalux 
(gold effect) or polished nickel finish. The taps 
come with a 10 year guarantee and have been 
tested and approved for use on both high and 
low pressure plumbing systems.
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BRASSWARE
VICTORIAN 

Victorian Basin Pillar Taps (excluding waste)
 
Chrome  £175
Incalux  £200
Polished nickel £200

All our solid brass Victorian compression valve taps are engineered to the 
highest possible standards and all are available plated and hand polished in 
bright chrome, incalux (gold) or polished nickel to give the finest possible finish.

Chrome

All available in the following finishes:

Incalux Polished Nickel

Shown in 
polished nickel

Victorian Cloakroom Basin Pillar Taps  

Chrome  £175
Incalux  £200
Polished nickel £200
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Victorian Basin Monobloc Mixer
with pop up waste 

Chrome  £331
Incalux  £338
Polished nickel £338

Victorian 3 Tap Hole Basin Mixer
with pop up waste  

Chrome  £363
Incalux  £433
Polished nickel £433

Victorian Bath Filler Bridge (excluding waste) 

Chrome  £577
Incalux  £631
Polished nickel £631

Victorian Bath Shower Mixer (excluding waste) 

Chrome  £684
Incalux  £749
Polished nickel £749
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Victorian Bidet Monobloc Mixer
with pop up waste
 
Chrome  £336
Incalux  £368
Polished nickel £368

BRASSWARE
VICTORIAN 

Victorian Bath Pillar Taps (excluding waste) 

Chrome  £200
Incalux  £230
Polished nickel £230
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BRASSWARE
BERKELEY 

Berkeley Basin Pillar Taps (excluding waste)
 
Chrome  £198

Berkeley Bath Pillar Taps (excluding waste)
 
Chrome                                                                  £216

All our solid brass Berkeley Quarter turn taps are engineered to the highest possible standards and all are available plated and 
hand polished in chrome to give the finest possible finish. Available in chrome only.
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Berkeley Basin Monobloc Mixer
with pop up waste 

Chrome  £363

Berkeley 3 Tap Hole Basin Mixer
with pop up waste 

Chrome  £443
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Berkeley Bath Shower Mixer 

Chrome  £715

BRASSWARE
BERKELEY 

Berkeley Bidet Monobloc Mixer
with pop up waste 

Chrome  £416
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BRASSWARE
HIGHGROVE 

Highgrove Basin Monobloc Mixer
with pop up waste
 
Chrome  £248

Highgrove Bidet Monobloc Mixer
with pop up waste
 
Chrome  £260

Highgrove 3 Tap Hole Basin Mixer
with pop up waste 

Chrome  £267

Highgrove brassware exudes a classic air capable of enhancing either traditional or contemporary ceramics.   
Quarter turn ceramic disks are controlled with the superbly styled hand wheels. The crisp oval bases create a very special look.
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Highgrove Bath Shower Mixer  

Chrome  £418
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WASTES

Plug & Chain, chrome £19 Plug & Chain, incalux or polished nickel £40 Plug, Chain & Stopper, chrome £30
Plug, Chain & Stopper, incalux or  
polished nickel  £51

Your Silverdale™ basin will need a suitable plug and waste and if wall mounted without a pedestal or fitted on a basin stand, a bottle 
trap.  We offer a comprehensive range of premium quality chrome, incalux or polished nickel plugs and chains, pop up or clicker wastes 
for all our products whether traditional or contemporary in style.

Incalux
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Basin pop up waste, chrome  £90
Basin pop up waste, incalux or polished nickel   £95

Universal Bottle Trap, chrome £42 
Universal Bottle Trap, incalux or polished nickel £79

Available in chrome only.

Contemporary 
Basin Bottle Trap, 
chrome            £60

Pop up waste is controlled with a rod behind or from 
the top of a mixer or monobloc basin tap.

BASIN WASTE OPTIONS
The most popular wastes to consider are either a standard plug and chain, clicker waste or pop up waste. 

Exposed waste & overflow, chrome £154
Exposed waste & overflow, incalux  
or polished nickel £201
Bath trap, chrome £64
Bath trap, incalux £83
Bath trap, polished nickel £83
Telescopic shrouds, chrome £118
Telescopic shrouds, incalux or polished nickel £271

CERAMIC PAN CONNECTORS
Ceramic Pan Connector Collar  £16
Ceramic Straight P Trap Connector £38
Ceramic S Trap Connector  £38

Clicker Waste, chrome  £19 
Clicker Waste, incalux or polished nickel  £36

CLICKER WASTE
All basins within the Windsor and Oxbridge ranges 
come complete with clicker wastes. 

For all other basins you need to decide whether 
to buy a tap that comes complete with a pop up 
waste, usually controlled by a rod coming out of the 
back of the tap, or to purchase our clicker waste.

FREESTANDING BATH WASTES
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SHOWERING
Whatever your chosen Silverdale™ 
scheme is this collection of showering 
helps you add the all-important quality 
details – the magnificent, gleaming 
finishing touches for your chosen 
bathroom look. 

Using the latest technology, cast in solid brass 
for durability and protected beneath a choice 
of genuine chrome, incalux or polished nickel 
(available to order) finishes, these luxurious 
showerings are manufactured in the heart  
of the UK. 
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SHOWERING

Exposed thermostatic shower valve,  
18mm overhead shower arm, riser and  
5" shower rose 
 
Chrome  £870
Incalux  £1,135
Polished Nickel  £1,135

Our thermostatically controlled 
showers are fitted with the latest 
technology which automatically 
mixes the hot and cold water to 
the preselected temperature when 
the shower is switched on. This 
means the water temperature 
will be maintained even during 
water pressure changes, with an 
automatic shutdown that prevents 
the risk of scalding.

Incalux

Polished Nickel 
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Chrome

Exposed thermostatic shower valve, 18mm overhead 
shower arm, riser and 5" shower rose, with diverter 
and adjustable shower set

Chrome  £1,375
Incalux  £2,050
Polished Nickel  £2,050
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SHOWERING

Concealed thermostatic shower valve, 18mm 
overhead shower arm and 5" shower rose

Chrome  £798
Incalux  £1,025
Polished Nickel  £1,025

Concealed thermostatic shower valve, 
18mm overhead shower arm and 5" shower rose, 
diverter, riser rail and shower set 

Chrome  £1,320
Incalux  £1,725
Polished Nickel  £1,725

All our solid brass showers 
are engineered in the UK 
to the highest possible 
standards and all are 
available plated and hand 
polished in chrome, incalux 
(gold) or polished nickel 
(available to order) to give 
the finest possible finish.
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ACCESSORIES
Whatever your chosen bathroom 
scheme, this collection of accessories 
helps you add  the all-important quality 
details – the magnificent, gleaming 
finishing touches for your chosen 
bathroom look. 

All our luxury accessories are manufactured in the 
heart of the UK using the finest quality brass and 
finished to a beautiful mirror finish and gleam by 
hand polishing.
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VICTORIAN

No bathroom is ever 
complete without those 
little finishing touches. 

The Victorian accessories 
are both practical and stylish 
adding that charming, period 
detailing to tie in with your 
chosen suite. 

Available in chrome, incalux 
or polished nickel finishes.

Towel ring 
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel)   £70

495mm glass shelf (chrome, incalux or polished nickel)  £126 Soap basket 
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel)   £114

Tumbler holder and crystal glass tumbler 
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel)   £95

Sponge basket 
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel)   £88

Shown in chrome

Shown in chrome Shown in chrome

Shown in polished nickel Shown in polished nickel
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VICTORIAN

Corner basket 
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel) £114

Sponge basket 
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel)  £88

525mm double towel rail (chrome, incalux or polished nickel)     £170

810mm single towel rail (chrome, incalux or polished nickel)     £107

Shown in incalux Shown in chrome

Shown in chrome Shown in chrome
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BERKELEY

Berkeley accessories offer 
a slightly softer and more 
classically styled options 
with its round, less intricate 
mounting platform.  

Available in chrome only.

Crystal soap dish 
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel)  £70

Towel ring    £70

Robe hook 
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel) £51

Tumbler holder and crystal glass tumbler  £95

Toothbrush holder  
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel)  £70

Toilet roll holder 
(chrome, incalux or polished nickel)  £88

All shown in chromeShown in chrome

Shown in chrome

Shown in chrome

Shown in chrome
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BERKELEY

Corner basket    £114

Soap basket    £114

Sponge basket    £88

Toothbrush holder    £70

Crystal soap dish    £70

Robe hook    £51

Available in chrome only.
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495mm glass shelf         £126 Toilet roll holder    £88

810mm single towel rail         £107 525mm double towel rail        £170
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GUARANTEES
We are immensely proud of the product we manufacture at Silverdale™.   
It is manufactured by hand and checked by many to ensure that the quality 
passes our exacting standards and that it reaches you in perfect condition. 
We are confident that it will give you many years of pleasure and service. In the 
unlikely event that you experience any defects or a claim under the guarantee 
is confirmed by Silverdale, we offer to replace the product free of charge. If the 
product is no longer available, Silverdale will replace the product with the closest 
available equivalent. 

Our lifetime guarantee on the ceramic product we make is detailed within  
a guarantee card you will receive in each piece you purchase from 
Silverdale. We ask that you complete and return the guarantee 
to us within 28 days of purchase to qualify for our extended 
manufacturers warranty.

Our products are guaranteed against manufacturing defect for the 
following periods:

Ceramics –  Lifetime
Cast iron baths –  Lifetime
Brassware (excluding valves, O rings and seals) –  10 years
Valves, O rings and seals – 12 months
Cistern Fittings –  2 years
Wooden Toilet Seats –  2 years 
Soft-close system on thermoset seats – 10 years
Thermoset Toilet Seats – materials only –  2 years
Accessories and Basin stands –  2 years
Furniture –  2 years
Tiles –  5 years

TERMS OF THE GUARANTEES
Our warranty is in addition to your consumer statutory rights and does not affect 
those rights in any way.  It is important to follow our instructions whilst fitting the 
products and to use the care instructions outlined in our guarantee card. 

Any claim under the guarantee must first be reported to the retailer where you 
purchased your goods and must be accompanied by the proof of purchase. 
We reserve the right to request supporting photographic evidence and the 
opportunity to inspect the product as installed. Any broken product removed from 
its installation should be stored for inspection by our staff.

The guarantee covers products supplied for installation into domestic premises 
in the UK and Ireland only.  

The guarantee may be transferred to a subsequent purchaser of the premises in 
which the product is initially installed, but it will not apply if the product is 
re-installed elsewhere. 

This guarantee does not extend to any item rendered defective by faulty 
installation, inappropriate use and accidental or malicious damage after purchase, 
nor does it cover normal wear and tear.
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PRODUCT PURCHASE, FITTING AND CARE GUIDELINES

Purchasing

1. Purchasing your Silverdale™ Bathroom:  We strongly recommend purchasing 
your bathroom using the advice of a bathroom specialist. Bathroom retailers 
generally have in-house designers as well as experienced advisers who understand 
all the potential technical pitfalls around fitting and commissioning a new bathroom.  
They will often be able to recommend good, qualified fitters too.  Please call our 
office for a list of the retailers we work with.

2. Despite our high manufacturing quality, vitreous china products made from 
natural, fine clays shrink during firing. This is not a controllable process. While our 
quality checks, eliminate any products with visible distortions, there will inevitably be 
some small variations in dimensions. All sizes quoted in this brochure are nominal 
and vitreous china may vary by +/-2% in relation to the sizes shown here and in the 
technical drawings on our website.  

These variations are generally immaterial when it comes to fitting, except where 
the hand-produced ceramic meets a more industrially produced product such 
as a countertop or furniture. In this case, the bead of silicone required to seal the 
products will easily hide any small gaps.

Fitting:
1. Upon delivery: All products should be carefully inspected for any faults before 
installation and if dimensions are critical to the project, items should be physically 
checked in the space or against any adjoining products before proceeding.

2. Vitreous China: Is non-porous and hard-wearing but brittle. It should not be put 
under stress during the installation of brassware and wastes. Overtightened fittings 
can cause failure after a period of time has elapsed.

3. WC Cistern Flushing: All Silverdale™ pans and cisterns are designed and tested 
to flush correctly at six litres in accordance with European standards. Cisterns are 
supplied with the appropriate flushing valves, levers and pipes to ensure this and we 
cannot accept responsibility for performance where fittings have been badly installed 
or substituted.

4. Cast Iron Baths: The manufacture of cast iron baths is a highly industrial and a 
difficult process of fusing enamel onto red hot cast iron.  

As such it may produce slight ripples, dimples and black specks on the internal 
surface of the bath. These are entirely normal and will not affect the performance of 
the bath or its longevity. It is important to avoid taps dripping onto the inner surface.  
The outer surface is primed for painting with a bathroom paint (at least two coats 
generally required) which will cover any initial unevenness of surface or colour.

5. Wood WC Seats and Furniture:  As wood is a natural material it is subject to 
colour and grain variations from product to product, so perfect colour matches 
between seat and cabinets are not always possible. The colour of natural wood will 
also mature and therefore change over time.

6. Granite: Our granite tops are produced from a solid piece of natural stone.   
Each piece will be unique and have its own character. The variations of pattern and 
colour are not the result of poor workmanship or materials. The granite tops are 
supplied pre-bonded with the undermount basin.

7. Tiles: All our tiles are manufactured in the UK using the finest glaze to match our 
ceramic sanitaryware. They are manufactured in compliance to BSEN14411. Slight 
shade variation is an inherent feature of ceramic tiles and mouldings and add to their 
beauty.  Before fixing tiles, it is important to lay them out in good light to ensure that 
any shade difference is evenly distributed. 



Silverdale Bathrooms
Silverdale Road,
Newcastle under Lyme,
Staffordshire 
ST5 6EH.

t: +44 (0)1782 717 175
f: +44 (0)1782 717 166

www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

In the interest of continual design, development and product improvement we reserve the right to amend or adjust specifications at any time. Where an identical product is no longer available we will supply the nearest equivalent from our then current 
range. This guarantee covers products supplied for installation into domestic premises in the UK and Ireland only. The guarantee may be transferred to a subsequent purchaser of the premises in which the product is initially installed, but it will not apply if the 
product is re-installed elsewhere. This guarantee does not extend to any item rendered defective by faulty installation, inappropriate use and accidental damage after purchase, nor does it cover normal wear and tear. 
Silverdale Bathrooms Limited is a company incorporated in England (company number 9266479) with the registered office at 293 Silverdale Road, Newcastle under Lyme. ST5 6EH.
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LUXURY CERAMICS 
HAND MADE IN THE UK

A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
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